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FDUJiCL1-L CKJ:DIT llULTIPLI:~RS ... ND TH3 .~V • ..IL.tJ3ILITY OF 

In an almost dialectical fashion monetary economics has 

be;m mergl3d vith its antithGsis - the Keynesian incooo generating 

nodel-to form a n.Jw synthesis. .~ synthesis in vwhich ooney, the chango 

in the stock of mondy, or, more adv0nturously, tho stock of credit, or 

the chango in the stock of credit outstanding ar~ regarded as important 

variables on which consumer 1 s and investor 1 s ex -:ante demands for goods 

1 and services dep8nd. Certainly tho naw synthesis has not been "''l'idely 

accepted, but more modest variants of its general approach are cortain-

ly well represented in tho li tetature. ~larburton and Friedman, for 

instance, have produced evidence that shows that the change in money 

stock acts as a leading indicator as to future changes in money income; 

while Duesenberry, as a member of the availability school, states that 

there are grounds to suppose that it is the availability of finance 

rather than the explicit costs of funds 1-rhich determines the volume 

of business investment. 2 Outside of the acadenic realm, governments 

too have shown a revived interest in the operation of their countries' 

financial systems. In 1958 and 1960~ the U.K. Radcliffe Committee and 

then the U.S. Commission for l~noy and Credit published their reports 

which, whon considered along tdth· the subsequent printing of the evidence 

on ifhich they were based, indicate an official interest in the financial 

mechanism which has certainly not been exceGded since the early 1930's. 

The intro·duction of the flow· of funds schedule in the Federal Reserva 

Bulletin and tha U.K.'s c.s.o. publication of the new periodical 

1. D. C .F.owan, "Techniques of Monetary Control: 1~ Revieu il.I'ticle", 
Banca Nazionale del Lavere Quarterly R3view, no.65, June 1963,pp.192-216; 
J .Cohen, "Circular Flo11 Hodels in the Flow of Funds", International 
Economic Rt~View, Hay 1963, pp.153-170. · · · 

2. C. ~rarburton, 11Uonetary Voloci ty and }bnetary Policy", R0view of 
Economics and Statistics, Nov. 1948, pp. 304-313. 

M. Friedman, "D~nand for Money: Somo Theoretical and Timpirical 
Rdsults", Journal of Political lconony, ~ugust 1959; . 

J. fuesenberry, Business Cycles and :iconor:tic Gro1rth. rr. !.Economics 
Handbook S~ries, 1958. 
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Fine.ncbl St:J.tistics show that thus J govornl'lonts' revealed int3rest has 

by no t:1::ans abated. 

Quitu naturally, as the variants of tha above hypothesis 

hava boon da~olopGd, fresh attention has b0en paid to the process by 

which money and credit ar3 croated. Initially, the relatively simple 

bank dJposit multiplior of Phillips and Kuynes was re-examinod.3 

1~.~ Gambino, for instance, following on from Meade and Goodwin's work 

in the thirtit:s, held that thG ·3mpirical eviddncc sugg10sted that the 

public desired a certain bank deposit/currency ratio which varied over 

time. Ha suggasted that ::Jlnglish economists would do 'tvell to modify 

tha traditional oultiplier repr~sentation by treating the variations 

in the public's cash holdings as an endogenous variable rather than· 

dismissing it as an exogenous factor as Kuynas had dono. 4 The challenge 

was taken~y R. Sayors who noatly dismiss3d Gambino's objactions by 

st~ting that, in ~nglish conditions, the variations in the public's 

cash holdings could be ignored as the Bank of England would always 

make sure that· the banks had the necessary currency to maintain their 

required or desired cash ratios. •!bile me~Jting Gambino's objection, 

how..Jver, Sayers introduced thG liquid asset :multip_lier as the represent

ativt.1 moddl of the bank duposi t creation process.· J·.s Sayers saw it, . 

treasury bills, money at call, comme_rcial bills and currency repres8nted 

thJ banks' store of rvservas; for, in the given institutional conditions, 

anyona of the first throe items was practically a perfect substitute for 

currency. Holding, correctly, that tho J3ank of ::lngland in conjunction 

with tho Treasury could influence tha carket's holding of liquid assets 

to a larg~ d~gr~o and observing that the banks hold 3~ of their assets 

4. 

C •. ~.Phillips, :Bank Credit, Uew York: Ma.coillan, 1916~ 
J .~t.KeynJs, .~ TrtJatis3 on M::mJy, II, London: Ma.coillan, 1930 • 

. \... G=.mbino, "Honc3y Supply and IntGrest Rata in R<:3cent l{::.cro
'Econooic Conception", 3:::.nc:>. lhzione.le del Lavero Qu:J.rt~rly· R.:Jvivw, 
!;o.30, (1954), :pp.111-127. . 
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in such instruoents, Say8rs h~ld that the valua of the multiplier was 

approxioately 10/3.5 

Sayers 1 o1m pr8santation has not gone unchallongad; though 

it is supported by such specialists as Nanning Dacey and H. Johnston 

aoong othors. Crouch, Coppack and Gibson have questioned his formula-

tion. Basically, they argue that it is perhaps inexpedient to dismiss 

the cash ratio bank deposit multiplier on tw·o counts. First they argue 

that tha Bank of ~ngland may make the non-cash liquid assets imperfect 

substitutGs for cash by only rediscounting at a penal rate. Next they 

point to the fact that the non-bank holdings of non-cash liquid assets 

are fairly large; th~refore, tho banks may vary their holdings of the 

same at their own discrotion. 6 If the bank rate is and remains above 

tho market rate and the discount houses are forced to rediscount w·ith 

the' central bank, or if the public is indifferent to the level of their 

non-cash holdings of liquid assets- e.g., the supply of non-cash liquid 

assets is completely elastic as far as the banks are concerned over the 

relevant marginal range then there certainly is substance to the points 

they make, as Sayers would be the first to admit. 

Meamvhile, that is vThile the controv0rsy over the cash and 

liquid asset ratio b~nk deposit multipliers has been going on, several 

economists have developed a series of cr~dit generating models to show 

how both banks and non-bank financial institutions may extvnd the stock 

of purchasing power available under certain conditions, Yohe, for 

instanco, amplifies Gambino's concept of cash variations due to oscilla-

tions in the public's desired deposit/cash ratio by considering the 

impact the cash/deposit ratios of the savings banks, non-bank financial 

5. R. Sayars, "The Determination of the Volume of Bank fuposi ts ", 
Banca l;azionalc del Lavoro Qug,rt_;rly Raview, Docember 1955. 

6. R.L.Crouch, " .. ~ Ro-examir .. ation of Op~n Ihrk~t Operations", Oxford 
3conotrt±c Papers, July 1963, pp.81-94. D.J.Coppa.c and ll.J.Gibson, 11 Tha 
Voluna of DJposits and tha Cesh and Liquid ..:~sset Ratios", The Manchester 
School, no.3 (Sept. 1963), pp.203-222. 
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institutions and the public 1,rill have on the bank's ability .to gon,;rat0 

deposits. .H.~~ in th8 Hicksian and Radcliffe fashion, also tr~mts the 

financial institutions as a second sot of banking institutions, and 

shovi'S how within a particular sot of conditions thGy may gonGrat . .a crudi t 

and the degree of interdopcmdonoo thare is bet\ieen them and thG commer

cial banks. 7 

JY"Jore adventurously, McLeod, 'iiho may be characteri~od as a 

loading proselyte of the new synthesis - the debt-expenditure school, 

integratos the bank and financial intJrmediary credit multipli~rs into 

the income generating mechanism, "It is really true of both typ\i:JS of 

institutions that 'they can only re-lend what is deposited with them 1 , 

as used to bo claimed by the banks in denying that thoy could 'cr;aate' 

credit, and is no11 claimed by othJr financial inturmediariJs in deny-

ing they can 'create' credit, but it becomes cloar that both do in fac1 

participato in the multiple expansion of income 9 savings and credit. 118 

~fuile truth is literally relative to the institutional and social con-

di tions in economics, and it is by no means clear that oven 'N·i thin the 

set of conditions McLood assumos that one may treg,t a changG in tho 

stock of credit outstanding as buing 0quivalont to a permanent changa 

in the flow of oxpondi ture to which tho income multiplier may th0n bo 

applied, thoro is li ttlo doubt that facets of Yo he's and l!IcL.:;c d's 

findings arJ certainly topical at this timo. 

Patinkin ropresonts a major policy concern found in thorn~ 

for instanco 9 ivhen he writes that the only difference bet we on the banks 

and other financial institutions is that Bach " .. ,. cr\3ates its o1m 

uniqua form of debt ••• ,119 HG not,Js that fruqu.Jntly tho banks 9 as opposod 

7,' 1f.P.Yohe 9 "The Dorivation of Certain Finnncic;.1!1Iultipliers"? 
Southern Economic Journal, July .1962. 

8, .~.N .McLGod, "Credit '!Tixpansion in an Open jj)conor.1y'1, Economic 
Journal, LXXII (Saptonber 1962), pp.6HY. · 

9. D. Patinkin, "Financial Intermediaries and the Logical Structure 
of lhnotary Thoory11

, il.merican ]1conoaic Rovim'l', March 1961, p. 99. 
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to the financial interr.lediarias (non-bank financial insti tu.tions), be, 

the haaviast burden of nonetary regulation, and he concludes that if 

" ••• welfarG is not properly considered ( thay) cay vri ther up and dia. 

It requires little inagination to see that as they w·ither up and die, 

thG traditional foro of oonetary policy vdll becor:m less cffactive. -

Such reasoning as this undoubtedly underlies the recent changes in th 

U.S. tax and interest rate r3gulations uhich have removed soma of the 

competitiva advantages enjoyed by the Saving and Loan Associations. 

the national debt managem:mt and the availability of funds level much 

has been made of the 1·mr inducad excess liquidity as insulating the 

financial structure from thJ effacts of traditional monetary measures 

for a number of years; 1vhile Brechling and more recently Duesenberry 

have shown that GV•.m 1"l'ithout an overall surfeit of national debt, vari 

tions in bank and non-bank asset holdings ov·ar the business cych: mc>.k 

monatary management more difficult. 11 Somi'.nrhat elaborating on thJ ab 
I 

approach, Shearer has developed an interesting variation of· the bank 

deposit multiplier approach to delineate the amount of private credit 

as opposed to total credit the b~nks may create given a net injection 

of cash. In short, he proposes a restrictive form of tho availabilit 

doctrine in ~<rhich he holds it is ci ther the amount or the change in t 

amount of bank loans to the public as opposed to their loans to tha 

government Hhich hava the most effect on business. 12 

In all, it seems the structure and the change in the stru 

turo of the asset portfolios of the banks, the intermediaries and the 

public are now taken as variabl8s upon which in part the degrae and 

10. D. Patinkin, Ibid., 

11. J. Duesonborry, "TJ:iG Portfolio .:.pproach to the Demand for Money 
and Other .· .. ssr:;ts", The RJviow of :Sconomics and Statistics, XLV, Feb. 
1963, p.9-24. . 

F. Brochling and G. Clayton, "Coornercial Banks' Portfolio BehavioUl 
Unpublish3d paper, London, IS::!:., 1962. 

12. R. She5.ror, "The l;xpansion of Bank Credit: an ~'.J.ternative .:~pproac~ 
Qu::.rterly Jourr..n,l of :1cononics. ;~uRU.st 196'"S. 
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pvrhaps cooposition of incornG g:m.;;rating activity dop0nd. 1"Tarren L. 

Smith and Sh~aror are inclined to dG-omphasizo the importance of tho 

intJrmudiarias 1 asset holdings; l~cLJod and Cohon hold that they must 

bo consid~r~d; while others such as Dues8nb8rry place consid~rable 

emphasis on th~ changes in portfolio structures of the household and 

non-financial institution corporate sector as baing matters of concern. 

~~s a rosul t, it seems vrorthwhile to develop a series of intGracting 

bank and financial institution credit multipliers which rGsult from 

certain assumptions of the desired or prescribed asset holdings of the 

banks, of the financial intermediaries and of the public. It seems, 

as suggested above, that thure is much to be gained from an understand-

ing of th~ credit generating m;;chanism of the whole of the financial 

systom rathor than just part of it. This is done below. Admittedly, 

each of the following eight models is only strictly relevant to a par-

ticular typo of financial structure, as portrayed by each set of 

assumptions, and for prodictive purposes these must mirror the institu-

tional and b~havioural practices of the financial market as closely as 

possiblo. 

Models of Credit Expansion 

notation: G = Govornment 

E = Commercial Banks 

I = Finc.ncial Intermediaries 

P = Public 

The above terns aro used as suffixes to denote asset ownership. 

X = Chang~ in Cash = Ch~nge in notes and coin outside 
th~ Contra! Ba~~ plus bankors 1 deposits 
at the Central Bank. 

D = Ch.:mge in Clearing Eank-Conmorcial Bank di)posits. 

T = Chango in Treasury Bills outstanding - outside 
the hands of the C.;;ntral 13ank. 

S = Chang~ in GovJrnmJnt Sacuritius outstanding excluding 
tha Government obligations containod in T. 

L = Changu in Loans made by financial institutions -
banks and financial intarrnJdi~ies. 
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Y = Change in Financial Intermediary Deposits 
and other Liabilities. 

A = The initial autonomous transfer of 
privately owned bark deposits 
to financial intermediary o1mership~ 

·athout a suffix, these symbols indicate the aggregate 

change in the amount of the particular asset-liability outstanding. 

Ganeral Assumptions: 

(i) All financial institutions are fully loaned up at the 

beginning of the expansion period, and, given for instance a cash injeo-

tion, the time period and conditions are such that they are fully loaned 

up at the end of this period. 

(ii) All the following marginal ratios are non-negative and d,f, 

k,j,p,q,r,s and ware <,;_ 1. In addition, where there is a difference 

bet'\<Teen a particular desired and required ratio, the largest is the bind-

ing one. 

Ratios: 
h = The marginal intermediary Y/ovvn commercial bank 

deposit ratio the public desire to holda 

d = The marginal cash/deposits. (D) ratio the banks 
are required or desire to hold. 

e = The marginal cash/total own commercial bank deposits 
ratio the non-financial institution public desire 
to hold. 

f = The marginal reserves (currency and clearing bank 
daposits)/own liabilities (Y) ratio the financial 
intermediaries are required or desire to hold. 

g = The marginal cash/own commercial bank deposits ratio 
the financial intermediaries are required or desire 
to hold •. 

:: = The ma~ginal tS'OVGrnmer.t so.cu?:i ty/D ratio the commer
cial banks are required or desire to hold. 

j = The marginal government security/Y ratio the inter
mediaries are required or desire to hold. 

p = The marginal treasury bills/D ratio the clearing 
banks are required or desire to hold. 

q = The marginal treasury bills/Y ratio the intermed
iaries are required or desire to hold. 

r = The marginal red~posit ratio on financial inter
me diary loans. 
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s = The margir.al liquid assets (TB+X])/D ratio thJ banks 
are required or desire to hold. 

t = the marginal tr~asury bills/(D +Y ) ratio the public 
desiro to hold. p p 

u = Tha marginal treasury bills/intermediary ownod D 
(DI) ratio thu intermediaries are required or 

· desire to hold. 

v = The marginal cash/o\m bank deposits plus intermediary 
liabilitids (D +Y ) the public desires to hold. 

p p 
w = The marginal reserves/liabilities (Y) ratio the finan

cial intermediaries ar~ required or desire to hold 
where reserves include cash, clearing bank deposits 
and treasury bills. 

Nota: (1) The use of marginal as opposed to average ratios makes the 
analysis mor~ realistic as it permits the introduction of constants into 
the corresponding relationships. Average ratios ne1d not then be constant. 
If changes in cash, etc., are small, w·e may drop the assumption of linear 
relationships and interpret marginal ratios as first derivatives. For 
axample, letting Y and Tip represent absolute quantities rathGr than incre-
ments, y = rjJ (Dp) 

dY 

d(Dp) 
= h. 

For large changes in cash, etc., in the non-linoar case, the marginal 
ratios must be interpreted as averages of the first derivatives over 
the relevant rangas - i.o. as average marginal ratios. 

(2) "Treasury bills" throughout may be taken to incl.ude money at 
call and commercial bills held by tho banks, provided it is assumed that 
changes in the quantity of thase are compensated by equal changes in 
tha discount houses holdings of treasury bills, 

(3) In the later rr:odels, change in cash (X) is a gross chance which 
is not net of cash flows in exchange for other claims against the 
Government or Centr~l Bank. Consequently, it might usefully be interpreted 
as the Government deficit on cocbined ,.::rrl'ent and capital account, 
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Hodel I 

Asset holders: G, B, P • 
.Assets ·= L1abili tias: X, D, L. 
Ratios : d, e 
In eq,uilibrium, change in cash in circulation lTi th the public = X - dD 

= eD 
'I'hereforo D = X 

d + e 

Change in Daposits at Baru 
Change in loans = (1 - d)D 

= iL=.J~)X 
d + e 

Hechanism The public acq,uires X in cash. 
clearing banks and retains _e___ X 

1+e • 

It deposits -----
1
X with the 
+ e 

The learing banks lend out 
X 

1 + e 
( 1 - d); 

X 
+ e 

1 - d 
1 + e ; the public redeposits 

the banks lend out 
X 

1 + ~ 

The process continuas until th~ final change in deposits D equals: 

X X (1-d) X (1-d r. _!_ • 1 X 
+ 1+e + •••• + 1 +e • --=-= 

1 + e 1+e 1+e 1+e 1-d d+e 
1-1+e 

providing that n is sufficiently large, since C < 1-d < , 1 as 1 \.d > 0 
1+e 1 

1 . 1 
p 1er -d+e 

and e > 0. 

It should be immediately noticed that if e = o the multi-

is transformed into the traditional textbook form - e.g. 

_1_ 
d ' exogenous cash leakages should be deducted from X before the 

multiplier is applied. This model is identical to the one Gambino 

presented in 1954; except that he used average rather than marginal 

ratios. 13 

13. A. Gambino, Op. Cit., p.119. 

D 
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11ode1 2 

Asset Holders: G, 13, I, P. 
Asset• or Liabilities: X, D, Y, L, A. 
Rat io s : r, f , g, d, o • 

This model shows what 0ffect an autonomous transfer of 

privatoly owned bank deposits into the financial intermediaries' hands 

(A) will hava on tho aquilibrium conditions portrayed in Nadel I. Note, 

initially, tha financial intermediaries \•rill add A to their holdings of 

bank deposits and to their liabiliti~s to the general public. 

In equilibrium: 

(i) Tho chango in Intermediary deposits = Y = A+ r(l-f)Y 
and liabilities 

Therefore 
A 

y = 1-r(l-f) 

A 
1-r+rf 

(ii) The change in Intermediary loans = Lr ~ (1-f)Y 

(1-f) A 
1-r+rf 

(iii) Tha change in cash in circulation Nith = ~ = X - dD 
the public 

JL fY = 
- l+g 

Uow, X - dD - _fL f Y = X - dlL - .JL f Y - ..1L f' Y l+g -p l+g l+g 

Therefore, 

and tha changJ 

D = Dp + Dr = 

= 

= X- dD - d+g 
p l+g 

fA X- d+g 
l+g 1-r+rf 

in bank liabilitias 
X_ d+g fA 

l+s: 1-r+rf + 

d + e 
..J:_ ( 1 -, d+g) + 
d+e d+a 

f A 
l+g 1-r+rf 

fA 
(l+g)(l-r+rf) 

(iv) The changa in bark loans to tha public = (1-d)D. 

• 

oD p 
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This modal casts soma light on tuo questions posed in tha 

literature; namely, are financial intermediaries able to create claims 

against themselves, and does their existence affect the leval of bank 

deposits outstanding? Providing r is greater than 0 and f is less 

than 1 it is obvious that financial intermediaries will b8 able to 

generate claims against themselvas in much the sama fashion as banks 

do. Next, if g = e, then such institutions will have no affect on the 

level of bank deposits given that tha banks are able to place all their 

free funds. If g is less than e, then their presence will stimulate 

the lending capabilit~es of the banks; conversely, if it is greater, 

their presence and their expansion will tend to reduce the level of 

bank deposits outstanding. 

In view of the controversy over the former point as repro-

sented by the conflicting views of A,B.Cra.mp and ~larren L. Smithfor 

instance, as to whether the financial intermediaries actually generate 

credit or just dis:bribute savings, it is perhaps useful to portray how 

th~ process or mechanism of intermediary expansion lmrks. 14 

Mechanism: 

The intermadiaries. receive 

they lend out 

the public redeposits 

and so on, until finally, 

A; 

A(l-f); 

A(l-f)r •••• inducement interest rates 
access to intermediary 
credit at some future date; 

. intermediaries Y = A+ A(l-f); + A(l-f) 2r 2+ ( )n-1 ••• + .A 1-f n-1 r 

= 
A A providing (1-f)r is less 

1-r+.rf than one, and n is very largJ. 1-(1-f)r 

In short, expansion is possibl\3 if r > 0 and f < 1. 

14. A.B.Cramp, ''Financial Intermadiaries and Honotary Policy", 
"'Jconomica XXIX (May 1962), 143-151, and ::arren L. Smith, "Financial 
I1 tert'lediaries and I'llonetary Controls", Quarterly Journal of :Zconomics, 
LXIII (nov.1959) 533-553. 
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HodJl 3 

ASset lloldors: G,B,I,P. 
Assat,or Liabilitius: X,D,Y,L. 
Ratios: h,f,g,d,v, 

Model 3 is simply a variant of Uodel 2 with this difference: 

r is dropped and his substituted in its place, In addition v replaces 

e, 

In equilibrium, chang.:l in cash in circulation ~·rith the public 

fY = v(Dp + Y) 

Now X - dD - .JL l+g fY = X - dDp - .9f!. 
l+g 

-,Efi 
l+g 

= X- dD - d+g 
p l+g fh~ = v(Dp + Y) 

= v(Dp + hDp) 

= v( 1+h)Dp. 

Therefore ~ = X 

d + v (l+h) + d+g fh 
l+g 

( fh ) and D = ~ + D1 = Change in BEJ.nk D.;;posi ts = Dp 1 + l+g 
( . 
!1+fL~x , l+g I 

= d + v (l+h) + d+g fh 
l+g 

In equilibrium, the change in liabilities of the financial 

intermediaries \'till bo equal to Y = hDP 

= 
hX 

d+v(l+h) + 
1
d+g fh 
+g 

It is interesting to note again that if we let the public's 

e~uilibrium cash holding = e~ inst~ad of v(Dp + Y) and set e = g·the 

banking system remains unaffected deposit-uiso by the intermediary 

induced expansion of crodit; ttough th6 volume of intorm3diary owned 

bar.k ddposits will ha.v.a growm, ar:.d pJrhaps, being larger and. generally 
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more volatile balances, will make the banks' portfolios more conser

vative. In short, the changes in deposits and int~rmediary liabilities 

will be as follows' 

D = X 
d+e 

andY= 
hX 

(d+e) (1+ fh_) 
l+e 

However, if the change in the public's cash holding is as noted 

Cxp = v(Dp+Y)], then the expansion of the financial intermediaries' 

deposits will reduce the change in bank deposits for a given X as h 

takes on values greater than 0. 

The essence of this model is this: Evun if as Hicks and 

later Gurley and Shaw suggest the financial intermediaries' g is smaller 

than the publiC IS e, there iS a poSSibility that the Very expansion Of 

in_~ermediary liabilities 'I'Till cause the banks to lose deposits - the 

lossas induced by v 'oiill be greater than the cash savings brought on 

by g. 15 

Model 4 

J~set Holders: G,E,I,P. 
Assets or Liabilitias: X,D,Y,S,L,A. . 
Ratios: r,f, d,k, j, e, Note: To simplify the alg"'br.:1 we assume g = e 
and therefore substitute e for g throughout in the appropriate equations. 

In. this model, it is assumed t~at both the banks and the 

financial intermediaries are required or desire to hold a certain propor-

tion of the change in their assets, k and j respectively, in government 

issued interest bearing obligations. Moreover, while we take it that the 

Government will meJt the institutional and the public 1 s ·demand for such 

by issuing the same in exchange for cash, vTe assume that the Government 

ba!1..k:S all such remittances received on these sales and does not re-

introduce the proc·e8ds into circulation. ~re further tak~ it that the 

15. J.R.Hicks, "A Suggestion for Simplifying the Theory of Money", 
~conomica, Fdb, 1935, pp.1-19, and J.G.Ourley and EdwardS. Shaw, 
'}klney in a Theory of Finance , '¥ashington D.C., J3rookingsinsti tution 

1960. 
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non-financial institution private sector will not sell any of their 

bond holdings to the financial institutions and will always maintain 

their current holdings by subscribing to neu issues, Alternatively, 

if they do sell some of their holdings to the financial institutions, 

they immediately-buy new Government securities from the Central Bank 

and so still maintain the aggregate level of their holdings through-

out the period considered. 

Financial Intermediaries 

In equilibrium: 

Change in Intermediary deposits = A+ r(l-f-j)Y = Y 

1 - r(l-f-j) = 
A Therefore Y = A 

1 - r + rf + r j 

Change in Intermediary loans (to private sector) L (l - f - j)A 
= I~ 1-r+rf+rj 

Mechanism: The intermediary receives an autonomous transfer A 

of bank deposits. It acquires jA of government securities. It lends 

out (1-f-j)A to the public, The public redeposits r(l-f-j)A etc; 

A therefore, the final change in intermediary deposits = ( ) 1-r 1-f-j 

The 13anks 

In equilibrium, change in cash in circulation with the 

public e = X - dD - y l+e fY - S = e Dp 

LHS = X - (d+k)D -

Therefore 
D = 

efY 
1+e 

X- jY 
d+k+e 

- jY 

X-

R.H.S. = e(D-DI) 

eD - 2!1 l+e 

"A 
1-r-rf+rj 

d + k + e 

X "A (1-d-k) -J 
1-r+rf+r j 1n "" Change in bank loans to private sector 

= 
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In addition, even if we release the assumptions we made on the behaviour 

of the ncin-fin?-ncial · itlsti tution private sect~r arid. "of the government, 

and replace them by assuming that ~he expansion in the institutions' 

. holdings of government debts induces no cash leakage, it is apparent 

that the changes ~n the amounts of private credit advanced by the 

banks and the intermediaries ·~'i'ill be r~duced by kD. and jY respeoti vely. 

T.o this e:x:tent, the ·above model· is an elaboration .of Shearer's model 

mentioned above. 16 

Model 5 

Asset Holders: 

Assets or Liabilities: X,D,Y,S,L. 

Ratios: h,f,d,v,g,k,j. Here we have' re-introduced h to establish a 

linkage bet"~>reen the growth of banic deposits and .the growth of the 

reserve base of the financial intermediaries. In addition, g ·and 

v have been re-introduced and e has been dropped. 

The assumptions adopted for ·this model are identical to those 

used in !~del 3, e:x:cept that the clearing banks .and the intermediaries 

acquire government securities in the proportions noted. 

Case A: 

Cash paid by t~e financial insti~utions for additional government 

securities stays in circulation. In short, the non-finano~al private 

sector is prepared to run do~ri i ~s holdings ~f ·~~~nment secu~i ties to 

the extent of meeting the institutional demand, or the central authorities 

immediately transfer the proceeds of their bond sales back to the private 

sector. 

16. R. Shearer, Op.Cit. 
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In equilibrium, as in Model 3. 

(1 + fL) X 
hX 1+~ 

d+v(l+h) + (
1
d+g) fh 
+g 

~ = change in private loans by banks 

= (1-k-d)D = 
( '. . ) ( fh ) 1-k.:..d 1+l+g 

d+v(l<!!h) + 
1
d+g fh 
+g 

LI = change in private loans by intermediaries 

... 

Case :B: 

(1.- .i - f) hX 

d+v(l+h) + 
1
d+g fh 
+g 

= (1-j-f) y' 

Assume cash paid for government securities by the 

financial institutions remains in the hands of the Cantral Eank. 

In equilibrium, change in cash in circulation w~th the publid: 

= X - dD - tg fY - S = v(Dp + Y) 

d fhDP 
L.H.S\ = X= dDP - 1:g fh D:P - k DP - k l+g - j h DP = v(Dp+Y) 

Therefore D:P = 

So D = 

= v(l+h)Dp 

X 
d + k + v(l+h) + jli + d+g+k fh 

l+g 

(1 + fL) X 
l+g 

d+k+v(l+h) + jh + d+g+k fh 
l+g 

As in case 6A, Y equals hD
1 
viz: 

y = hX 
d,+ k + v(l+h) + 'h + d+ g + k fh 

J 1 + g 
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T!hereas th8 introduction of government securities in 

case 5A has no effect on the increments of intermediary and bank 

liabilities as induced by an autonomous injection of cash X into 

the private sector, on the e.ssumptions cif 513 this is b~r no means 

the case. Here both the expansion of Y and of D are affected, and, 
.. 

more interestingly, it may be s.eon that· the .. Jlresence of k and j haye 

dampening effects on the growth of the liabilities, not only of the 

sponsoring institutions but of the other block as 'l'l'ell.. More 

concretely, under the assumptions of 513, if the banks increase their 

k they will not only inhibit the growth of their own deposits but 

also the growth of the liabilities of the intermediaries as well; 

likel'l'ise, a rise in j for the intermediaries will similarly affect 

the growth of the banks. 

Model 6 

Asset holders: G, B1 I, P. 

Assets or Liabilities: X,D,Y,T,S,L. 

Assumptions: As inModel 5A, except that both the banks and the 

intermediaries are required or· desire to acquire both treasury bills 

and government securities in the relevant proportions noted above -

e.g., k and j, and p. and q respectively. In addition, while as in 

5A it is assumed that the cash paid for government securities stays 

in circulation, it is taken that the ·Cash paid for treasury bills is 

absorbed and held by the Central Bank. 

In equilibrium: 

Change in cash in circulation with the public: 

= X - dD - ~ fY - pD - q Y = v(~ + Y) 

L.H.S. = X- (d+p) Dp (d+p) fL- .JL fY,.., qY 
l+g l+g 
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X 

d+p+v(l+h)+~h+d+lp+g fh 
+g 

D = Dp .+ DI = d 
d+p+v(l+h) + 1h + ~+;g fh 

( 1 + fh ) X 
l+g 

·Ln= (1-d-k-p)D 

The change in intermediary liabilities = Y = hDP 

hX 
and hDp = d+p+v(l+h)+~h+d+lp+g fh 

+g 

and the change in the 

intermediary loans to the private sector = 11 = (1-f-j-~)Y. 

At first glance the above model does not appear to differ 

much from part B of the previous one. Indeed, if k and j are substitu-

ted for p and ~ in this one, D and Y w"ill be identical to the values 

found in 5B cet. par. On this level, the only change of note is that 

L:B and 11 have bel3n reduced by pD and ~ Y respect'ively. Nevertheless, 

if w~ let v and h decrease to zero, it should be immediately notice

able that we are left with this bank deposit multiplier: D = dX • +p 

If d is equal to 8% and p is equal to 225~ as they are represented to 

ba in British conditions, the bank deposit multiplier is e~ual to ;o 
this is the li~uid assat multiplier. Ratracing this.step, and letting 

v first tak<l on a positive value, the multiplier becomes ~d..:.X=----+. p + v 
and Gambino's objection to the traditional conception X/d comes into 

viei'l. Sayer 1 s contention that the v could be excluded from the 

denominator in JJngliah conditions is formally correct if the central 

authorities offset the l~akage of cash induced by v as it accrues; 

but if v is known, ono could e~ually uell get the same result by adjust-

ing the initial X and laaving the denominator in its old form. Second, 

as h takes on a positive value, the leakages may become far mora acute, 



and it is perhaps mora maaningful.to surplant uhat ona might call 

the comp;:n{sated multiplier approach 1·1ith the uncompensated one ropre-

sentcd above. 

Hodel 7 

Ass·ct Holders: 

Assets or Liabilities: X,D,Y,T,S,L,A. 

Ratios: s(=d+p), f, q9 j, r, e. ile assume g = e for simplification. 

Assumptions: Here it is taken !:.£. Sayers that' the clearing banks must 

maintain a fixed liquidity ratio (s }of cash plus t'reasury bills (see 

Note 2) to deposits. Tha central bank is understood to deal freely 

bet1>reen treasury bills and cash. The supply of government securities 

outside of the Central Bank is taken as fixed as is the 'supply of 

treasury bills after making allowances for the Central Bank dealing 

mentioned above. It is understood that the non-financial institution 

public holds a constant l9vel of treasury bills. Finally, it is 

assumed that institutional conditions are such that after the public's 

demands for T and S are satisfied, the intermediaries get what they 

want, and then the banks are left with the residue whether or not in 

the case of Government s~curities this amount is greater or less than 

kD. 

In equilibrium, 

Change in intGrmediary deposits = A+ r(l-f-q-j)Y = Y 

Therefore Y = 
.~ A 

1-r (1-f -q- j) = -1---r--+....._r_f_+_r_q_+_r_j_ 

Change in intermediary loans = LI = (1 - f - q - j)Y 

The public's holding of cash and treasury bills equals 

(T + X) - sD- e fY- qY = (T ) + e(D-DI) = (T ) + 1 + a p p 
~ 

eD- -"'-l+e fY 

ThJrefore (T + X) - qY- (T ) Hot a: (T+X) is controlled by :;:) = 
s + e the Cbvernmant 
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Ln = (1 - s) 
(T+X) - q Y - (T ) 

s + e 
- (s - jY - s ) 

p 

Here the liquid asset multiplier approach takes on a mora 

representative and daterminable form than in the above model in which 

tha banks could ·set their own p ratio. As we are dealing in changes 

in deposits, loans and the like,T , the change in the public's holding 
p 

of treasury bills, should be Gqua.l to zero by the assumptions mentioned 

above. It is introduced though in parentheses to illustrate Crouch's 

objection to Sayer's formulation. In brief he holds that the non-

banking sector's holdings of treasury bills besides be~ng large are 

quite variable. As a consequence, should the banks find that their 

liquid asset ratio is relatively low they may ahvays bolster it by 

purchasing th~ nocessar~ treasury bills from the non-banking public 
' ' 

with cheques drawn against themselves. He concludes then that only 

thu cash ratio becomes relevant in determining the bank deposit multi-

plier given the case in w·hich (T + X) is negat~Vd; e. g. when thiOl 

government by taxes or tho central bank by open market sales of govern-

mant securities draws cash out of tha system. As he points out though, 

this conclusion only really holds uhen the cantral bank re• 
a 

discounts at/penal rate of sufficient size for the banks and/or 

the discount houses to stop treating cash and treasury bills more 

or less as perfect substitutes, and when thd , banks and/or the dis-

count houses are compellGd to rediscount with th~ bank. 

SomG objection~might bo raised to the assumption that 

the financial inturmvdiarius as opposed to the banks may acquire such 

treasury bills and govarnmant socuri ties as they desire. To some 

extent such an objection certainly has merit, but it ~ay ba countered 

as follows: (i) Som~ financial intermediarioJs such as the Post Office 

Savings Ear~ are required by law to hold all or a cajor proportion of 
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their assets in government obligations whatever the price of the 

same may be. (ii) As for the rest, they undoubtedly adjust their 

j 1 s and q's according to the market conditions, so there are some 

grounds for assuming that these institutions may be able to satisfy 

their demands fairly readily. 
.. 

Considering the model agairi,~.-·oriG additional point of 

interest arises as we look .at the det~rmi~ates of Ln' tP,e banking, . 

system's loans to the private sector. If the non-financial institu-

tion public run do1m their holdings of government securitiesp S p 

becomes negative, and bank loans are reduced by an equivalent amount. 

In effect the banks fund their advances ·and s~bsti tuta the released 

government securities in their place; unless of course they have 

excess reserves to generate the meahs of purchase~deposits. In 

short, except in the latter .circum:st~ces, .the non-:.insti tutional 

public may not increase the purchasing power it has at its disposal 

by selling its semi-liqti'id assetsto the banks or for that matte;r 
. ' 

to the financial intermediaries. The Cclntral Bank must lend a hand 

by introducing cash or treasury bills or both in exchange for the 

releasGd securities. : . 

Model 8 

Asset holders: G,B,I,P. 

J~sets or Liabilities: X,D,Y,T,S,L. 

Ratios: s(=d+p), w,h,v,g,j,k,t,u. Here. it should be noted that t 

is equal to the marginal ratio of.the public's holding of treasury 

bills to both its clearing bank and intermediary deposits, u is 

the marginal ratio of the intermediaries' treasury bills to their 

clearing bank deposits,·and in addition w replaces f, i.e. 1nter

'· modiary reserves now include treasury bills, and v replaces e • 
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~·~ssumptions: As for Model 7. 

Iri equilibrium: 

Change in tha public's holdings of cash and treasury bills 

... (T+X) -sD- lg+u wY = v(D +Y) + t(D + Y) +g+u p p 

( ) ~ L.H.S. = T+X -sD -p l+g+u 

(T+X) - sD - s+g+u 
P l+g+u 

T +X 

(gtu)wY 
l+g+u 

R.H.S. = (v+t)(l+h)D 
p 

Therefore Dp = 
( ) ( ) s+g+u h 

s+ v+t l+h + l+g+u w 

( 1 + wh (T+.X) 
D = l+g+u 

( ) ( ) B'+g+u 
s+. v+t l+h + l+g+u wh 

,· 

In equilibrium, Y = hDp = h (X+T) 

s+(v+t)(l+h) + 
1
s+g+u uh 
+g+u 

It should be noted that if lie change our assumptions so 

that now the non-institutional. public doesn't require cash and 

treasury bill holdings against Y, and if g = e, and u = the new t, 

tha relevant multipliers are considerably simplified. Now 

andY = 

D ... 

h(T+X) 

T+X 
s+ e + u 

(s+e+u) ( 1 + 1 =~+u) 

Putting this aside, we find in equilibrium the change 

in liquid assets in the hands of the public = xp + Tp 
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and that the change in bank loans = ~ = (1-s)D - (S-jhDp-Sp) 

= {(l-s)(1 + 1:~+u) + jh) IJ.- (S-~) 

and that tho change in the intermediaries' loans 

= LI = (1-w-j)hDP. 

11hile this model has some similarities to the previous 

one, it is perhaps more realistic in as much that now the no.n-financial 

public vary both their holdings of treasury bills a.nd of. cash as their 

holdings of bank and financial intermedia~y deposits expand, The 

presence of t,v,g,u re~introduces .Gambino's objection to Sayer's 

representation of the mu~tiplier: T+X 
s 

It is certainly true that 

the Central Bank or the Government .may offset these leakages or 

additions to the liq_uid asset base in many wa~, but as long as 

these ratios have some value other than zero the multiplier must be 

adjusted accordingly. ~~king a Sayer's type response, it is true 

that conditions could be such in a particular country tha~ the banks 

could be req_uired to hold a set fraction of their liabilities. in these 

and some other asset uhich the central bank accepts readily in. exchange 

for X and T and vice-versa - say· Government securities. In this case, 

s may be ignored in the determination of the multiplier as d and f 

have been in the above. However, if the private sector and the inter-

mediaries wish to hold a certain proportion of this new asset in 

relation to their deposits at the banks, our variant of the Gambino 

type of objection must be taken into account. 

It is obvious that it is possible to generate a whole 

series of multipliers as the assumptions on asset holdings ara changed 

. so as to approximate the conditions. of. --scrma particular· financial 

structure. · In addition,· eiach model· could well be adjusted to take 

care of dXOgGnous leakages such as those induced by changes in taxes. 
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Likewise, it should be noted that it is unlikely that the particular 

ratios, d through v, will remain constant as assumed throughout the 

e.:rpansfon period ~r ovar long periods of time, 17 Banks have held 

excess reserves; t~e public's cash holdings are variable, and h, 

Y/Dp, has changed over tima as Gurley and Sha1., and sundry represent

atives of the commercial banks have observed. Indeed, even if the 

representative model is properly specified and the functional relation-

ships on which the ratios depend are linear and correctly estimated, 

there is still so~e question as to what should be multiplied in order 

to determine the increments in the liabilities of the respective 

financial institutions; particularly if the C~ntral Eank in effect 

~onctizes much of the debt outstanding by continually intervening in 

the market to peg the pattern of interest rates at some prescribed 

level. .~i.s G:>odhart points out, in this latter cas a, there seems to 

be a case for abandoning the multiplier approach and substituting in 

its place a flow of funds tableau, a tableau which reflects the 

changes in bank and non-bank credits for different interest rate 

structures as the non-governmental sectors adjust their portfolios 

18 to 0ach set of the Government pegged rates. 

The Goodhart forecasting flow of funds tableau could be 

incorporated into our type of presentation in this way: Assuming 

that all the relevant marginal ratios are oonstant for a particular 

pattern of interest ratas and only vary as the pattern changes, the 

raluvant values of these. ratios could be found once the various func-

tional relationship:; have be:::n correctly set out. For example, letting 

Y and Tip represent absolute quantities rather than increments, and 

assuming 

17. C-..~\.:S.G::lodha.rt, "The Datermination of the Volume of :Bank D3posits, 
1891-1914", unpublished dissertation, Cambridge, 1963, p.48. 

18. Ibid., p.49. 
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·~an = h. 

p r's constant 

Generalizing this equation~ 

factors other than Dp which 
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. l"fhere the r 1 s represent the 
interest rates on n different 
securities. 

Y = ¢ (DP' ~) 1 ivhere :x: represents all 

(aY) affect y and an = h. 
· · · P x constant 

From the above it would seem that the forecasting of 

changes in. the bank:s', th~ financial intermediaries 1 ~ and the 

public's portfolio holdings for various sets of interest rates seems 

to encounter almost an.idcntical set of problems as an attempt cor-

rectly to estimate the. change in financial c;:~·edits via the.multiplier 

approach. In addition~ its adoption might shroud the one positive 

contribution ~hat the straight multiplier approach does make. Namely, 

that the financial institutions and even the non-financial institu-

tion :public may and do create credits; the '\'"Olume of 1-vhich plays an 

important part in determining the. amount of purchasing power in the 

economic system - the a':"ailabili ty .of funds. Moreover, if the avail-

ability of funds not only affects the P,rica level, but influences the 

extent and direction of real income gen~ration as well, then it seems 

worth i.~f~ -~..J,zyf multiplier approach for this reason alone. It j ~1 
,.~ ... t ·"' ' ' •• '· • • • 

certaif1.;LY,.:t~ee·t):tai. the existing multiplier theory provides the 

authorities with cnly the roughest framework with which to estimate 

the credit change for an initial cash or liquid asset inflow, but it 

does delineate the impact various policy proposals will have on 

the gen.;;ration of funds. For instance, on examining the abova models 

it is easy to seJ that an official regulation requiring the increase 

of d or f (s or w), will tend to cause a contraction in the a~~unt of 

credit available. A statute regulating the bank deposit rates while 

leaving those paid by the financial intermediaries unaffected will 
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tand to raisa h or r and thus favour the growth of the intermediaries 

at the expense of the banks. Similarly, stat~s which affect the 

banks' or the intermediaries' portfolio holdings of government 

eacurities and treasury bills, those which induce changes in k,.j,p 

and q, will certainly affect the flow of funds to the private sector, 

and they will probably influence the general availability of funds 

as well. 

In summation, there are grounds to suggest that while 

the' actual value of the multiplier ~ay be extremely difficult to 

pin down, the approach does give the central authorities some useful 

information on the credit affect of any particular policy change. 

L1de~d, if it is the. investment or consumption decisions at the margin 

that count, and such policy changes have their first impact upon the 

marginal availability of funds, then by the debt-income hypothesis -

the new synthesis - the credit multiplier analysis should be quite 

a useful tool:atheoretical framework which should be helpful in 

developing stabilization policies in much the same way as the 

Keynesian expenditure multiplier models have be~n in the past. 
I 


